LiveWall (Green Wall) Section
SIDE VIEW - LARGE SIZE PLANTERS
REAR IRRIGATION

Furring strip (5" (127 mm) vertirail)

7.88" (200 mm) planter only

16.0" [1-4") (406.4 mm)

Rear feed irrigation assembly sits between LiveWall & protective backing

Recommended protective backing attached to building wall material specified by A/E

Rainrail

16.0" [1-4") (406.4 mm)

Slot rail (H-rail)

1.5" (38.1 mm)

Critical - if rear drain leave a 1 1/2" (38.1 mm) gap between the bottom of the furring strip and the bottom of the rainrail. (see L1 for drain type)

Spray nozzle or drip emitter assembly (see L1 for watering method)

LARGE SIZE PLANTER (WALLTER)

NOTES:
1. REFER TO L1 FOR PLANTER COLOR, WATERING METHOD AND DRAIN TYPE.
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